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Upcoming training camps. 3
day competition camp; Leg
riding camp; Christmas break
camps.
Dec 17-19: 3 day throw down competition camp. Est. 2010. This camp offers
roughly 7 hours of technique, and 5-6 hours of live. Many parents spend a lot
of money on national meets, only to see their wrestler compete with tough kids
for 10-15 min. This is why I started this camp. There is NOTHING BETTER
than being forced to 'stand in front' of good wrestlers for several hours straight,

than being forced to 'stand in front' of good wrestlers for several hours straight,
and you can't get this from a meet. People love this camp, and rightfully so.
Fee is 190, includes room & board, meals, overnight stay (optional), and the
camp. Technical Focus: Bottom position/escapes.
NOTE: The FIRST 30 to register for the Dec 17-19 3 day camp will receive a
free leg riding dvd, valued at 60.00.

COMPLETE Upcoming CAMP schedule: DEC-JAN.
Dec 4th: Lincoln NE: Technical focus: Top position/rides and turns.
Dec 17-19: My gym in Holt, Mo (just north of Kansas City): This is the 3 day
competition camp mentioned above. Technical focus: Bottom position.
Dec 28th: Kansas City Mo: Tech focus: Hand fighting
Dec 29th: Tonganoxie KS: Technical focus: Leg attacks/finishes
Dec 29-30th: My gym in Holt, Mo (just north of Kansas City): Ground & Pound
leg riding camp. This is a marquee camp of mine, so it will fill up quickly.
NOTE: The FIRST 30 to register will receive a free leg riding DVD (60.00
value).
Jan 2nd: Bollivar Mo (southern MO): Technical focus: Hand
fighting
Jan 2nd: Paola KS: Technical focus:
Defense/Blocking.
Jan 21-23: Holt, Mo: 3 day competition camp.
Technical focus: 4 single legs! The kids will gain knowledge on 4 different
single legs, and I'm sure each wrestler will find 1-2 attacks that feel right
for them, and in turn gain confidence from their feet. Note: in 2019, 52% of
ALL points scored at the world tournament were scored from a single leg. So
yes...having a single is very important in this sport.
Obviously we will strive for 5 hours of live competition. Fee is 190.
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